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We calculate the shear piezocoefficient of p-type silicon with grown-in biaxial strain using a
6�6 k ·p method. We find a significant increase in the value of the shear piezocoefficient for
compressive grown-in biaxial strain, while tensile strain decreases the piezocoefficient. The
dependence of the piezocoefficient on temperature and dopant density is altered qualitatively for
strained silicon. In particular, we find that a vanishing temperature coefficient may result for silicon
with grown-in biaxial tensile strain. These results suggest that strained silicon may be used to
engineer the piezoresistivity to enhance the performance of piezoresistive stress sensors. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3059557�

By growing a layer of silicon on top of a SixGe1−x sub-
strate, the silicon layer, having a smaller lattice constant,
must increase its in-plane lattice constant in order to match
the underlying structure. In this way, a silicon layer with a
tensile grown-in biaxial strain in the normal plane results.
Similarly, a layer with a compressive biaxial strain in the
normal plane may be fabricated by growing SixGe1−x on top
of an ordinary silicon substrate, as shown schematically in
the insets of Fig. 1. Such strained silicon structures have
rapidly become key players in the semiconductor industry
due to the increased carrier mobility found in these
structures.1 This increase in carrier mobility of strained sili-
con has been studied extensively, both theoretically and
experimentally.2–7 Measured piezocoefficients of unstrained
silicon surface channels have been used to explain suffi-
ciently the transport in n- and p-channel metal-oxide semi-
conductor devices in strained silicon.6,7 However, use of sili-
con with grown-in biaxial strain for piezoresistive sensing
purposes, where higher accuracy is needed since piezoresis-
tance is the primary effect, has not yet received much atten-
tion, and only few experimental results exist.8 In this paper
we study theoretically the piezoresistivity of p-type silicon
with grown-in biaxial strain by calculating the change in
transport properties of the material in response to a small
additional shear stress.

Biaxially strained �001� silicon has two independent
shear piezocoefficients �44=�55��66 due to lower
symmetry.8 Of these, �66 is the technologically most impor-
tant piezocoefficient in p-type silicon, and we consequently
focus on �66 in this paper. The in-plane strain in strained
silicon structures is �� =�1=�2, while the growth direction
strain is �3=−2��C12 /C11, determined using the condition of
zero stress in the growth direction, X3=0. Here Cij are the
elements of the stiffness tensor of silicon. With this grown-in
strain the resistivity � and conductivity � tensors are diag-
onal with �1=�2��3 and �1=1 /�1. Here, six vector nota-
tions are used for all tensor elements. When the material is

subsequently stressed by an applied in-plane shear stress,
X6�X12, the conductivity and resistivity tensors are changed
by the amount �� and �� with the elements ��6�
−�1�66X6 and ��6��1�66X6. We calculate the bandstruc-
ture of the prestrained and shear stressed material, and di-
rectly use that to calculate �1 and ��6. The shear piezoco-
efficient is then calculated using �66�−��6 / ��1X6�. The
approximations indicated above are related to the use of �1

instead of �3 �1
2�3 for calculation of the relative change in

conductivity. In the remainder of the paper, when we speak
of strain, we are referring to the grown-in biaxial strain of the
strained silicon structure rather than the strain due to the
additional applied in-plane shear stress.

We base our band structure calculations on a 6�6 k ·p
model,9,10 while conductivities are calculated using the Bolt-
zmann transport equation, including energy-dependent relax-
ation times. The model and the numerical methods used are
explained in detail in a recent publication,11 where we find
good agreement with experimental data for unstrained
silicon.12 In the model scattering rates due to acoustic
phonons, nonpolar optical phonons, and ionized impurities
are included in order to accurately reproduce the doping den-
sity dependence of the shear piezocofficient.11 All calcula-
tions presented are based on pure silicon parameters, also in
the case of compressive biaxial strain. However, we verified
that using SixGe1−x parameters13 in the case of compressive
biaxial strain does not alter the results significantly and, in
particular, the qualitative behavior remains unaffected.
Strain, rather than material composition, is thus found to be
the main cause of the observed changes in the shear piezo-
coefficient.

In Fig. 1 we show �66 as a function of temperature and
dopant density for the three cases of silicon and strained
silicon with a grown-in biaxial strain of �� =0.004 �tensile�
and �� =−0.004 �compressive�, respectively. These values
correspond to a Ge content of approximately 10%. In the
case of a compressive biaxial strain, the value of the piezo-
coefficient is significantly increased, and we also note a more
pronounced temperature dependence. However, the overalla�Electronic mail: jeped@fotonik.dtu.dk.
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trends of the behavior of the piezocoefficient as temperature
and dopant density are varied remain the same as for silicon.
This is contrary to the case of a tensile biaxial strain, where
there is a qualitative difference in the dependence of the
piezocoefficient on temperature and dopant density. In par-
ticular, for low temperatures, the piezocoefficient increases
with the dopant density, while at low dopant densities, the
piezocoefficient is seen to increase with temperature. This
behavior is in stark contrast with the ordinary behavior of the
piezoresistive effect.

In Fig. 2 we show the dependence of the shear piezoco-
efficient on the biaxial strain. Results are shown for four
different dopant densities at temperatures of T=200 K and
T=300 K. In all cases the shear piezocoefficient is increased
for compressive biaxial strain, while a tensile strain de-
creases the value of the piezocoefficient. The relation be-
tween the value of the piezocoefficient and the applied biax-
ial strain is roughly linear for compressive strain, whereas it
is highly nonlinear in the case of tensile strain. This results in
a kink at zero biaxial strain in the relationship between the
shear piezocoefficient and the biaxial strain. The dependence
of �66 on the biaxial strain is significantly more pronounced
for low dopant densities. These results match the trends of
the experimental data available in Ref. 8.

These trends may be explained by examining the effect
of the biaxial strain on the band structure of silicon. We

illustrate this in Fig. 3 where we show the valence band
structure of silicon along the �110� direction in the case of
compressive and tensile biaxial strains, respectively. In both
cases the heavy-hole �HH� band remains relatively unaf-
fected by the strain, while the light-hole �LH� and split-off
�SO� bands are strongly affected. The coupling between the
bands gives rise to avoided crossings in the band structure,
which manifests itself as a pronounced warping of the bands
and a strong divergence from the nearly parabolic nature of
the unstrained band structure. In the case of tensile strain, the
LH band is significantly increased in energy, while the SO
band remains essentially unchanged. As a consequence the
LH band becomes by far the dominant source of carriers.
Due to the almost parabolic top of the LH band, the shear
piezocoefficient is strongly reduced until the doping density
is so high that the HH band also becomes populated. This
explains why the reduction in shear piezocoefficient for ten-
sile biaxial strain is significantly more pronounced for low
dopant densities, while for NA=1020 cm−3 the piezocoeffi-
cient remains almost unaffected by the biaxial tensile strain.
Also, as the dopant density is increased, the strongly warped
band structure near the HH band is sampled, resulting in an
increase in the shear piezocoefficient at low temperatures, as
seen in Fig. 1. In the case of compressive biaxial strain, the
opposite occurs, as the LH band is decreased in energy, while
the SO band is increased correspondingly. The appearance of
the SO band near the HH band results in a marked warping
of the bands near the maximum of the valence band struc-
ture, giving rise to an increase in the shear piezocoefficient.
However, the overall trends of the band structure in this case
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Shear piezocoefficient �66 as a function of tempera-
ture and dopant density. Results are shown for silicon and for strained sili-
con with a grown-in biaxial strain of �� =0.004 �tensile� and �� =−0.004
�compressive�, respectively. The panel in the middle shows the shear piezo-
coefficient for unstrained silicon where �66=�44. The insets illustrate the
fabrication of strained silicon layers.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Piezocoefficient �66 as a function of the magnitude of
the grown-in biaxial strain for four different dopant densities. Results are
shown for temperatures of T=200 K and T=300 K, respectively. Note the
different scales on the ordinates of the two figures.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Band structures of strained silicon. The dotted black
lines indicate the unstrained bands, while the solid blue lines are the bands
of the strained material. Band structures are shown for compressive and
tensile strains, respectively, and for the �110� direction in k-space. The effect
of biaxial strain is similar but less pronounced in other directions in k-space.
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are very similar to the unstrained case, indicating why the
behavior of the shear piezocoefficient for compressive biax-
ial strain is qualitatively the same as for ordinary silicon, as
seen in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 4 we show the temperature dependence of the
shear piezocoefficient for different magnitudes of the biaxial
strain. We note that the increase in value of the piezocoeffi-
cient for compressive biaxial strains is accompanied by an
increased temperature dependence. In Fig. 4�b� we also
clearly see how in the case of tensile biaxial strain the tem-
perature dependence decreases and eventually changes sign
for low temperature and low doping as the magnitude of the
strain is increased. This is interesting from a technological
point of view as this means that it is possible by an optimal
choice of doping and biaxial strain to adjust the temperature
dependence, such that it is essentially zero for strained sili-
con structures. This may be particularly useful in situations
where a decrease in the sensitivity of a device is acceptable if
accompanied by a significant reduction in secondary depen-
dencies.

In Fig. 5 we show the relative temperature dependence
of �66 as a function of the biaxial strain. We note that while
the increase in �66 for compressive biaxial strain is accom-
panied by a larger variation with temperature, the relative
temperature dependence is not increased significantly,
strengthening possible applications of such strained struc-
tures. Assuming that the temperature dependence of the shear
piezocoefficient can be approximated as �66�T��T�, we
show in Fig. 5 the value of the temperature coefficient � as a
function of the magnitude of the biaxial strain. As a compres-
sive biaxial strain is applied, the temperature dependence
approaches the 1 /T dependence expected due to the inverse
proportionality of the shear piezocoefficient and the kinetic
energy of the carriers. This behavior is strongly modified
with tensile biaxial strain for which the temperature coeffi-
cient increases, eventually becoming positive for low tem-
peratures and dopant densities. A possible explanation of this
behavior may be found in a delicate balance between two

opposing effects. First the piezoresistance effect in p-type
material is inversely dependent on the average kinetic energy
of the holes. Second large shear piezocoefficients only result
when the strongly warped part of the HH band is sampled.
With increasing temperature more and more carriers have
sufficient energy to populate the HH band and add an in-
creasing contribution to the piezocoefficient. In conclusion,
we studied the effect of a grown-in biaxial strain on the shear
piezocoefficient �66 of silicon. Such a strain is achieved in
strained silicon and strained SixGe1−x structures. We find that
�66 is significantly altered due to the biaxial strain. In par-
ticular, the piezocoefficient can be increased nearly twofold
in the case of compressive biaxial strain, while a tensile bi-
axial strain reduces the piezocoefficient. We studied the tem-
perature dependence of �66 and found that it can be strongly
suppressed by introducing a tensile biaxial strain in silicon.
These results suggest that strained silicon may be used to
engineer the piezoresistivity to enhance the performance of
piezoresistive stress sensors.
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